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D5.2 Risk Assessment

Executive Summary
This report is part of a series planned within work package 5 “Risk analysis, Risk Perception and Law”
of the Marie Skłodowska-Curie innovative training network Privacy&Us. Thirteen early stage
researchers (ESR) will be trained to face both current and future challenges in the area of privacy and
usability as part of their PhD-programme. Work package 5 fits into this by integrating several ESRs in
the process of preparing a privacy risk analysis. This project report (D5.2) continues the work of work
packaged 5 based excellent foundation laid by privacy principles (D5.1) for this planned series of
reports and addresses the relevant aspects of privacy and usability:
D5.1 Privacy Principles
D5.2 Risk Assessment
D5.3 Risk Mitigation
D5.4 Risk Awareness Creation
In respect to the GDPR, this report exemplifies that usability aspects will be more important for data
protection compliance in the future. The definition of usability according to ISO 9241-210:2009 is "the
extent to which a system, product or service can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals
with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.” The data protection goal of
transparency is closely related to such aspects. As transparency requirements had been sharpened in
the GDPR, e.g. the regulation now clearly demands that declarations must be presented in an easy
language. To effectively provide the information necessary according to the GDPR data controllers
need to consider such concepts broadly. Where possible the capabilities of user interfaces to
communicate with audio and voice or haptic feedback should be considered. Likewise, the accepted
practices for accessibility should be adhered to, allowing better access to e.g. vision impaired and
easing the difficulty of reading texts. Likewise, this could be stipulated for the enforcement of data
subjects’ rights which should be easy to accomplish or at least not too complex to enforce.
However, not only the law became stricter but also the systems and processes become more
complex. It poses a challenge to understandably explain processes and data flows involved in cloud
computing. In the field of IoT one often faces devices missing input and output devices such as a
screen forcing to recourse to external devices. In order to understand these processes and the
associated risks better, it is important not to randomly select potential risks, but rather to follow a
structured methodological process. This risk assessment process is the core of deliverable 5.2,
because of which the deliverable was structured around the risk assessment process. As this process
needs to be experienced for it to be learned effectively, the consortium decided to engage in risk
assessment exercise as part of the third doctoral training event in Tel Aviv. As part of the summer
school three application domains relevant to all ESRs were discussed. The results of the risk
assessment exercise were communicated in relevant press and policy channels.
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1

Introduction

This report is part of a series planned within work package 5 “Risk analysis, Risk Perception and Law”
of the Marie Skłodowska Curie innovative training network Privacy&Us. Thirteen early stage
researchers (ESR) will be trained to face both current and future challenges in the area of privacy and
usability as part of their PhD-programme. Work package 5 fits into this by integrating several ESRs in
the process of preparing a privacy risk analysis. This project report (D5.2) continues the work of work
packaged 5 based excellent foundation laid by privacy principles (D5.1) for this planned series of
reports and addresses the relevant aspects of privacy and usability:
D5.1 Privacy Principles
D5.2 Risk Assessment
D5.3 Risk Mitigation
D5.4 Risk Awareness Creation
In respect to the GDPR, this report exemplifies that usability aspects will be more important for data
protection compliance in the future. The definition of usability according to ISO 9241-210:2009 is "the
extent to which a system, product or service can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals
with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.” The data protection goal of
transparency is closely related to such aspects. As transparency requirements had been sharpened in
the GDPR, e.g. the regulation now clearly demands that declarations must be presented in an easy
language. To effectively provide the information necessary according to the GDPR data controllers
need to consider such concepts broadly. Where possible the capabilities of user interfaces to
communicate with audio and voice or haptic feedback should be considered. Likewise, the accepted
practices for accessibility should be adhered to, allowing better access to e.g. vision impaired and
easing the difficulty of reading texts. Likewise, this could be stipulated for the enforcement of data
subjects’ rights which should be easy to accomplish or at least not too complex to enforce.
However, not only the law became stricter but also the systems and processes become more
complex. It poses a challenge to understandably explain processes and data flows involved in cloud
computing. In the field of IoT one often faces devices missing input and output devices such as a
screen forcing to recourse to external devices. In order to understand these processes and the
associated risks better, it is important not to randomly select potential risks, but rather to follow a
structured methodological process. This risk assessment process is the core of deliverable 5.2,
because of which the deliverable was structured around the risk assessment process. As this process
needs to be experienced for it to be learned effectively, the consortium decided to engage in risk
assessment exercise as part of the third doctoral training event in Tel Aviv. As part of the summer
school three application domains relevant to all ESRs were discussed. The results of the risk
assessment exercise were communicated in relevant press and policy channels.
The work follows the privacy impact assessment (PIA) methodology. However, since the planning
phase of the project the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has been ratified and
entered into force – to be directly applied as of May 2018, this provided a major change in the legal
setting. With uptake of the GDPR, also our terminology underwent a change: instead of following the
privacy impact assessment (PIA) methodology, we base our outline on the data protection impact
assessment (DPIA) as set forth in Art. 35 GDPR. For this, a unified methodology or framework has not
been agreed on yet.
As a result, rather than presenting students with a final methodological framework which does not
exist, this deliverable will make ESRs aware of the current methodological frameworks which exist in
the area of risk assessment.
Privacy&Us
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Frameworks for Data protection impact assessments (DPIA) as required by Art. 35 GDPR are
currently under development. Pre-existing to the GDPR had been methods for privacy impact
assessment (PIA) and other assessment methods which are now modified and suggested for
application. By April 2017 the Art. 29 Working Party identified four methods propagated by data
protection authorities within Europe:1
 Germany, Conference of the Independent Data Protection Authorities (DSK): Standard Data
Protection Model, V.1.0 – Trial version.2 Since then a DPIA-quick-guide paper has been
published as well by the DSK.3
 Spain, Agencia española de protección de datos (AGPD): Guía para una Evaluación de
Impacto en la Protección de Datos Personales.4
 France, Commission nationale de l’informatique et des libertés (CNIL): Privacy Impact
Assessment.
 Great Britain, Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO): Conducting privacy impact
assessments code of practice5
What these frameworks share is a joint process of 1) preparation, 2) evaluation and 3) reporting and
safeguards. This process is described in detail by Felix Bieker, Michael Friedewald, Marit Hansen,
Hannah Obersteller and Martin Rost in their paper describing A Process for Data Protection Impact
Assessment under the European General Data Protection Regulation,6 which is in turn based on the
GDPR. As a result, this deliverable has been structured based on this three-part methodology, to
ensure that the relevant content flows through the whole deliverable. An overview of this methodology
is provided in Figure 1. A widely revised version of the white paper on the DPIA Methodology will be
available by the deadline for the publication of this deliverable. 7
However, as this deliverable is focussed on risk assessment, a significant section of last part of this
methodology on safeguards cannot be discussed in the context of this deliverable (D5.2) and will
instead be discussed extensively in the next deliverable in this work package D5.3.
The following document will thus first provide an overview of the three steps taken as part of this
methodology: first the preparation stage, second the evaluation stage and third the reporting stage. As
the second stage took place in the context of the third ESR training school, the second stage will also
include reflections on methods of teaching and conducting risk evaluation procedures, both in an
academic and a private sector context. Finally, the third reporting stage will focus on how the results of
this deliverable can be published and most effectively disseminated, in particular in relevant press and
policy channels.

1

Art. 29 WP 248, p. 20.
DSK, SDM, pp.
3
DSK, DSFA, pp. 1 et seq.
4
AGPD.
5
ICO, PIA.
6
Bieker, Felix, Michael Friedewald, Marit Hansen, Hannah Obersteller, and Martin Rost. 2016. ‘A Process for Data Protection
Impact Assessment under the European General Data Protection Regulation’. Pp. 21–37 in Annual Privacy Forum. Springer.
7
Friedewald, M., Bieker, F. et al. 2017 (to appear). White Paper: Datenschutz-Folgenabschätzung – Ein Werkzeug für einen
besseren Datenschutz; online: https://www.forum-privatheit.de/forum-privatheit-de/publikationen-und-downloads/veroeffentlich
ungen-des-forums/themenpapiere-white-paper/Forum_Privatheit_White_Paper_Datenschutz-Folgenabschaetzung_2016.pdf.
2
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Figure1: DPIA process from Bieker et al.8

Bieker, Felix, Michael Friedewald, Marit Hansen, Hannah Obersteller, and Martin Rost. 2016. ‘A Process for Data Protection
Impact Assessment under the European General Data Protection Regulation’. Pp. 21–37 in Annual Privacy Forum. Springer.
8
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2

Preparation: stage one

In order to conduct a meaningful risk assessment, it is important to engage in a rigorous and
systematic preparation phase. This mainly involves establishing what organisational and technical
processes are currently taking place that might be relevant from the perspective of the GDPR. This
phase is often one of the hardest and most time consuming, as it involved collection of a wide-set of
relevant information about data flows, process, roles and risks, as well as numerous follow-up
questions.
In the context of this deliverable, it was important to ensure that the preparation stage of the risk
assessment process took place before the doctoral training workshop in Tel Aviv. This was both to
ensure that the relevant information was available for a risk assessment to take place, and to ensure
that ESRs were able to ask follow-up questions about relevant risk-assessment frameworks. At the
same time, it is important to ensure that the cases discussed are sufficiently concrete for an effective
risk assessment to be possible.
Conducting a risk assessment in the abstract on a general field such as genomics or area of research
such as health care provides very vague risks that are not sufficiently granular to conduct an effective
risk assessment. Specific technically implementable cases are necessary to ensure an effective risk
assessment process can be conducted.
As not all ESRs are able to provide such a processes, one of the organisers of the workshop at WU
Dr. Ben Wagner – in consultation with the Privacy&Us scientific coordinator Prof. Simone FischerHübner – selected the research projects of ESR5, ESR7, ESR10 & ESR12 as having the most
relevant processes for a risk assessment exercise. In order to ensure sufficient information was
available to ESRs during the doctoral training event in Tel Aviv, Dr. Wagner sent a questionnaire to
these four researchers in advance of the training event, asking them for additional data about their
research projects. The questionnaire is attached to this document in the Annex, and was asked the
ESRs to respond to the following three basic questions:




Q1: What is the target of the DPIA Evaluation? Describe the system, identify relevant data and
data flows.
Q2: Which actors are involved in the systems? What roles and permissions do these actors
have?
Q3: Which data flows are present? How do actors interact with them? Please draw a diagram
of the relevant data flows and actors so that their relationship to each other is clear.

This questionnaire was completed by all researchers in advance of the training event in Tel Aviv and
provided to all researchers as the basis for the risk assessment exercise as part of stage two. The
answers provided by the ESRs will be integrated into the outcomes of the three research areas
discussed in stage 2.
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3

Evaluation & Workshop: Stage two

3.1

Introduction

Based on the results of the preparation phase in stage one, a risk evaluation workshop led by Dr. Ben
Wagner (WU) and Karina Schuller (LDA) took place on Monday 13 November 2017 as part of the
doctoral training event in Tel Aviv. It should be noted at this point that an extensive and rigorous full
GDPR-compliant risk evaluation would typically take much longer than the time available at a doctoral
training event. Thus the goal of the training event was not to produce final risk assessments by
students but rather to provide useful first drafts in the time available that would help the students learn
and apply the risk assessment methodology. The risk assessment workshop on 2017/11/13 was
structured as follows:






14:10 – 15:20: Overview Presentation by Karina Schuller, LDA
15:20 – 16:00: Evaluation of privacy impacts of three cases
16:00 – 16:15: Brief (working) coffee break
16:15 - 17:00: Finalise first three drafts of privacy impacts
17:00 – 17:45: Discuss draft privacy impacts together as a group

In order to ensure that students were familiar with the basic principles of risk assessment methodology
under the GDPR, they were provided with an initial overview of the relevant sections of the GDPR by
Karina Schuller from the Bavarian Data Protection Agency LDA. Ms Schuller also provided a detailed
overview of the current DPIA methodologies that are under discussed, ensuring that ESRs were
aware of the fact that they were many methodologies currently up for debate and that on 13 November
2017 no final decision had yet been made which risk assessment methodology would be used
throughout Europe.
In the ensuing discussion, there was considerable debate about the feasibility of such a methodology
in a practical context for businesses. While some participants in the training were concerned about the
extensive documentation requirements, others saw this as an opportunity for companies to better
understand their own business processes.
As noted by Karina Schuller and others, this also provided an excellent opportunity for ESRs and other
seminar participants to provide feedback on these methodologies, which will be fed back into the
ongoing policy development process around GDPR-compliant risk assessment methodologies.

3.2

Setup of the working groups

Following this initial presentation, the whole group of ESRs and senior researchers was then split into
three small groups, which each discussed one of the three research cases that had been prepared
prior to the workshop. These three research cases were:
1. Collection of highly sensitive interview data during the research process (ESR12)
2. The implementation of a usage-based insurance model (ESR7 & ESR10)
3. The implementation of a privacy-protecting Android app (ESR5)
Both ESRs and senior researchers were free to join whichever working group they wanted. However,
the workshop leads ensured that the groups were well balanced and had sufficient support from three
experts who have sufficient experience in conducting risk assessments to be able to support the risk
Privacy&Us
www.privacyus.eu
Marie Skłodowska-Curie grant agreement No 675730
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assessment process: Karina Schuller, Harald Zwingelberg and Ben Wagner. These three experts
rotated between the three groups, ensuring that they had sufficient information in order to be able to
conduct a draft risk assessment.
Specifically, to facilitate the risk assessment process, the three groups were asked to:
1) Identify protection goals based on the GDPR
2) Identify potential attackers, their motives and objectives
3) Provide a preliminary evaluation of the risks these attackers posed
As this is a considerable challenge based on the 1:40 available to the group, it was made clear that
these risk assessments are preliminary draft and constitute a best-effort risk assessment in the time
available rather than the final word on the risks present within relevant cases studied.

3.3
3.3.1

Group 1: Collection of highly sensitive interview data during the research process
Relevant preparation phase data

During the preparation phase ESR12 provided initial information about the process he believed could
be relevant for conducint a risk assessment: a semi-structured interview study of men who identify as
having sex with men, some of whom are HIV positive. During this interview study, the following data
was collected by ESR12:
Data being collected before interview
participants name, e-mail address, sexual orientation (by assumption), HIV status (optional), Social
media usage, Wordpress data
Data collected during interview
participants name, e-mail address, age range, sexual orientation, HIV status, HIV testing regularity,
Social media usage, Sexual preferences, Sexual history, Names of family members and loves ones,
Names of hospitals, Name of place lived, Intimate experiences, Intimate experiences of others
In order to ascertain the exact data flows around the interview process, ESR12 further went on to
specify precisely how he went about recruiting and interviewing participants in his interview, as well as
during the post interview process:
Data Flow - Recruitment
1. Recruitment via Twitter or Scruff
2. Potential participant visits website (wordpress)
3. e-mail sent to researcher via an e-mail provider (i.e. Yahoo Mail, Google)
4. E-Mail received by UCL e-mail server
5. Details of potential participant added to excel document stored on encrypted laptop and
encrypted USB key
6. Participant e-mailed from UCL e-mail server to participants e-mail server
7. Participant interview arranged

Privacy&Us
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Data Flow - Interview
1. Participant attends interview (may use Google Maps to find UCL office)
2. Pre interview questionnaire data collected and stored on paper
3. Interview recorded on Dictaphone
4. Participant handed Amazon Voucher
a. Participant logs onto Amazon.co.uk to redeem voucher
5. Consent forms and paper notes handed to Principle Researcher to store in locked filling
cabinet.
Data Flow – Post Interview
1. Dictaphone recording transferred to encrypted laptop
2. Encrypted container on laptop backed up to USB drive
3. Pre interview data copied from paper to excel document on encrypted laptop
4. Audio interview transcribed on encrypted laptop
a. Audio interview anonymised
b. Transcription backed up on encrypted USB
5. Audio interview deleted from encrypted laptop after encryption and kept on USB
6. After 6-12 months, original audio interview deleted
At the request of workshop lead Dr. Wagner, ESR12 agreed to visualise these data flows within the
context of the following flow chart:
University College London, Principle Researcher
Pre Interview Paperwork

Participant

Signed
Consent Form

Pre Interview Questionnaire

Participant

Paper
Questionnaire

Electronic copy

Participant & Researcher
Interview

Dictaphone

Amazon
Voucher
Participant

Interview Completed
Researcher

Transcript
Researcher

Researcher

Audio
Recording

Amazon.co.uk
Laptop

USB

Figure 2: Case 1 flowchart
Finally, ESR12 identified the following actors who were engaged in or had power to control the data
flows in some way or another, as well as identifying which actors had control over which data:
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Actor Name
University College London
Prof. Ann Blandford
Mark Warner
Participants
UCL e-mail server
Wordpress
Twitter/Twitter Ads
Scruff App
Encrypted Laptop
Dictaphone
Encrypted USB
Amazon.co.uk

Transcription Service

Participants E-mail provider
Skype
Researchers home Wifi Network
Researchers home encrypted
mac

Actor Description
The University with responsibility for the
study
The principle research who has overall
responsibility for the study
The student researcher who is conducting
and managing the study
People who have contacted the student
and wishing to be involved in the study
The mechanism for communicating with
the participants
The hosting service hosting the research
website
Online social environment used to
disseminate information about the study
Dating application used to disseminate
information about the study
Equipment used to store audio interview
files
Equipment used to record the interview
Equipment used to store study data
Used to purchase amazon vouchers, and
used by participants to redeem their
vouchers
Used to professionally transcribe the
audio recorded interviews (not currently
used)
Used by the participant to send e-mail to
researcher
Used to facilitate over-the-web interviews
Used to perform encrypted back-up of
encrypted laptop
Used to perform encrypted back-up of
encrypted laptop

Privacy&Us
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Data Flow
Recruitment

Interview

Post Interview

3.3.2

Actors Involved
University College London
Principle Researcher
Researcher
Participant
Twitter
Scruff App
UCL E-mail server
Wordpress
Participants e-mail server
Encrypted Laptop
Encrypted USB
Researchers home wifi
Researchers home encrypted backup
University College London
Principle Researcher
Researcher
Participant
Dictaphone
Encrypted Laptop
Encrypted USB
Researchers home wifi
Researchers home encrypted backup
Skype (optional)
Amazon.co.uk

University College London
Principle Researcher
Researcher
Dictaphone
Encrypted Laptop
Encrypted USB
Researchers home wifi
Researchers home Researchers
home encrypted backup
Transcription (optional)

Data
participants name,
e-mail address,
sexual orientation (by assumption)
HIV status (optional)
Social media usage
Wordpress data

participants name,
e-mail address,
age range,
sexual orientation,
HIV status,
HIV testing regularity
Social media usage
Sexual preferences,
Sexual history,
Names of family members and loved ones
Names of hospitals,
Name of place lived
Intimate experiences
Intimate experiences of others
participants name,
e-mail address,
age range,
sexual orientation,
HIV status,
HIV testing regularity
Social media usage
Sexual preferences,
Sexual history,
Names of family members and loved ones
Names of hospitals,
Name of place lived
Intimate experiences
Intimate experiences of others

Protection Goals

Based on this excellent data provided by ESR12, the group launched into a debate about the precise
processes involved in this process. It was acknowledged that despite extensive documentation
provided, considerable additional questions and uncertainties arose during the debate that needed to
be clarified by ESR12.
Privacy&Us
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Only after all processes had been clarified were the group able to move on to discussing protection
goals. According to the group, the protection goals in this case could be considered to be the
following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
3.3.3

Protect the data and reputation of the principal investigator,
Protect the data and reputation of the participants
Protect the data and reputation of the institution conducting the study
Protect the anonymity of participants
Potential attackers, motives, and objectives

Having defined these protection goals, the group one then discussed which potential attackers might
have an incentive to harm these protection goals. They also discussed what the motives of such
attackers might be and how they would go about achieving these objectives. As a result they
developed the following chart of potential attackers, motives and objectives:
Attackers
1. Principal investigator
2. Academic institution
3. Colleagues
4. PI’s supervisor
5. IT staff at Academic institution
6. Participants
7. Police
8. Security agencies
9. Research competition
10. Marketers
11. Hacktivist
12. Politically motivated person
13.
Economically
motivated
person
14. Relatives / flat mates
15. Media / journalists

Motives
A. Revenge
B. Monetary gain
C. Political gain
D. Jealousy
E. Misinformation
F. Curiosity
G. Anger
H. Error
I. Competitive advantage
J. Sabotage

Objectives
!. Fake data
@. Identify participant
#. Erode trust
$. To learn
%. To harm

Following the development of this chart, they then attempted to cross-reference the different attackers
with potential motives and objectives, developing the following list:
Assignments:
1. A.B.C.D.E.G.H.I.J.
2. B.C.E.F.H.I.
3. A.B.C.D.E.F.G.H.I.J.

|
|
|

!.@.#.$.%.
!.@.#.$.%.
!.@.#.$.%.

For example, these assignments suggest that the respective academic institution hosting this process
might make an error, because of which participants in ESR12’s study could be identified. It also
suggests that colleagues attempting to attain a competitive advantage could attempt to sabotage his
work.

Privacy&Us
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3.3.4

Evaluation of risk

Based on this draft assessment of relevant risks, group one began a wider evaluation of the risks
involved. They discussed the tension between existing national regulation to keep original personally
identifying information to avoid research fraud and the requirements of the GDPR.
They also made aware of the fact that many researchers were likely to use comparatively unsafe tools
in the data gathering process, for example by conducting ‘virtual interviews’ via unsafe online tools. A
discussion ensued about which such tools had the lowest risk profile and how to ensure that
academics were aware of such tools. There was also general agreement in the group that existing
ethics review processes within academia do not sufficiently consider privacy aspects and will likely
need to be updated in the context of the GDPR.
There are also dangers due to the convenience of outsourcing transcription to research assistants at
the university or even external private companies. Here the incentives are strongly tilted towards of
outsourcing transcription as it is very time consuming, however there are considerable privacy risks
involved. The group discussed potential ways in which some such services are more privacy
compliant – typically in the field of medical transcription where providers strive for HIPAA compliance while also acknowledging that there is considerable additional cost associated with using such
providers.
An additional risk is related to unexpected interactions between different technologies. During the
research process, on connecting the Dictaphone to the encrypted laptop, google drive tried to
automatically sync the content to Google Drive. The risk here is that even a highly skilled scholar
would not be able to predict all possible interactions of technologies, resulting in unexpected and
unpredictable sharing of data.
In conclusion participants of the group suggested that scholars require a far greater level of
institutional support in order to be able to implement high security and privacy solutions in the data
gathering process. It is unreasonable for academic institutions to expect scholars to setup these kind
of solutions themselves, rather they should be provided at an institutional level and streamlined within
the research process. This may however also provide difficulties for participants to take part in these
kinds of interview processes, as many of the privacy-protecting solutions are more difficult to use the
comparable less privacy protecting products.

Privacy&Us
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3.4
3.4.1

Group 2: The implementation of a usage-based insurance system
Relevant preparation phase data

In order to prepare for the workshop, ESR7 and ESR10 provided valuable preliminary information
about the technical and operational process of the process being studied.
According to the GDPR art 35, one target of the DPIA Evaluation is a process where “a systematic
and extensive evaluation of personal aspects relating to natural persons which is based on automated
processing, including profiling, and on which decisions are based that produce legal effects
concerning the natural person or similarly significantly affect the natural person”. That is close to the
following artefact and application scenario described.
The artefact is a structural model for cloud-based application implementing sealed computation
concept. The application scenario is Usage-Based Insurance (UBI). UBI is a technical term referring to
an auto insurance system that “enables insurance companies to collect individual consumer’s driving
data and provide individually targeted price discounts based on each consumer’s driving behaviour” 9.
Typically, such kind of applications utilizes cloud computing to gain scalability and high availability.
The data flow will be described later, including the roles and actors involved in the application. One
major actor is the cloud service provider. In this model, the cloud system is proposed to implement the
sealed computation mechanism. It is an abstract computation model that could be defined by for
properties. The properties are summarised as below:
Data and application Sealing: Sealed storage and privilege access management. The data is
protected by binding it to privileged platform including hardware and software. It requires two
main abstract primitives: seal and unseal.
o Seal: the operation of encrypting data and save it in the corresponding storage.
o Unseal: decrypting the data only by the allowed process running on correct machine.
A combination of cryptography and key distribution mechanisms in addition to policy integration and
enforcement approaches is required to ensure the property of sealed storage.
Attestation: As long as the process has not terminated, the service can generate a token that
proves to the systems is running as expected, i.e., any changes will result in a different token
(will be detected).
Black-box: Information flow between parties in the system is restricted by the interface
specification of the interfaces i.e., nothing about the internal state of the system can be
learned apart from what is given away at the interface.
Tamper-resistance: Any usage of system that does not satisfy the specification results in
termination and the destruction of data and processes such that neither code nor data can be
retrieved.
Any computing service that guarantees the four properties is a sealed computation service.
Implementation examples of the concept are:
SGX (Software Guard eXtension) is an Intel technology to allow application developers to
protect code and data from modification and disclosure via the use of what so-called of
enclaves, which are protected areas of execution in memory. SGX technology supports
sealing and attestation mechanisms and it allows lower trust in the operator and/or
environment that runs the application.

9

Miremad Soleymanian, Charles Weinberg, and Ting Zhu. The value of usage-based insurance beyond better targeting: Better
driving. 2016
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-

-

-

Hardware security module (HSM) is a physical computing device to manage and safeguard
keys for strong authentication and perform protected computation. Based on the design of the
HSM, it ensures tamper resistance by hardware-based sensor mechanisms that delete
internal data upon detection of unusual environmental conditions. It is possible to install
specific software modules on HSMs and create cryptographic keys with the hardware device
that never leave it, thereby supporting attestation.
Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV) is a security model designed by AMD for virtualized
environment. It aims at isolating execution between low privileged code and high privileged
code to protect guest machines' execution. It integrates the “Secure Memory Encryption” with
the virtualization architectural of AMD-V and therefore also protects data-in-use and not only
data-at-rest via protecting read/write data from/to memory. Moreover, SEV firmware provides
three main properties: platform authenticity, attestation of launched guest machine and
guest’s data confidentiality.
Sealed Cloud is a technology that implements sealing of data and computation provided by
Uniscon GmbH. In practice, a sealed segment is a computer within a physical container
(usually a server rack) that is protected by means of state-of-the-art perimeter security. This
includes various types of sensors and detectors that capture unauthorized access (similar to
burglary protection systems in cars). In case of attack detection, the system sets off an alarm
and triggers internal protection procedures that includes data clean-up. The servers utilize
secure boot and secure key distribution to provide software integrity.

In UBI scenario, the data are collected from the car which is typically equipped with a telematics
device (dongle, blackbox, embedded system, or smartphone app). Data could be: car-related
information and driving data such as: location, driving time, location, speeding, acceleration, braking,
steering, direction and distance travelled, etc. Some of this data can be directly collected using various
car sensors, other data types can be calculated from the collected data, depending on the telematics
device. Improve driving behaviour, reduction of accidents and/or economic incentives are possible
useful outcomes.
One current program of UBI is SmartDriver (Figure 3). It is a UBI program implemented by HUKCOBURG (Germany), Robert Bosch GmbH, and HUK-COBURG Datenservice und Dienstleistungen
(HDD) for young people (18-25) or people who got their driving license less than 5 years ago.
SmartDriver uses a blackbox as a telematics device to collect the driving data. HUK proposes this
solution taking into account the segmentation of user data in:
-

Driving data: It contains only data collected by the blackbox. They are sent to HDD and
stored on a server in Germany
Personal data: These data are collected at the moment the user enrols at the insurance
policy and maintained in a server of HUK-Coburg in Germany.
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Figure 3. SmartDriver. HUK-COBURG
In SmartDriver program, the smartphone app is optional. The policyholder can use it to get the
feedback. The premium´s discount is calculated on September 30 and can be maximum 30%. The
insurance company offers to the policyholder three different certified technical services where he/she
can install the blackbox. The technical service installs the blackbox and sends to the insurance
company the information about the policyholder such as name and mobile number, also the
identification of installed blackbox (blackbox_ID).
The blackbox is produced by Robert Bosch GmbH. It has a detector of traffic accidents, which is
activated in case the blackbox detects some abrupt change in the speed of the vehicle. The blackbox
collects all traffic accident data and send it to the insurance company, also it calls to the policyholder
phone to report the incident. This service only works in Germany. It stores the collected data in an
internal memory until it can send it to HDD server. If the connection between the blackbox and HDD
server is not possible and the memory is full, the oldest data in the blackbox memory are overwritten.
The collected driving data are speeding, acceleration, braking, steering, and time and place of the trip.
The direction and distance travelled are calculated from collected driving data. The blackbox sends
the collected driving data to HDD server, where they are processed to calculate a driver ranking
associated to a blackbox_ID. The driver ranking is a number between 0-100. The identification device
(blackbox_ID) is the connection between the blackbox, insurance company, and HDD.
To calculate the discount is not important how many kilometres the policyholder drives. The
policyholder will receive the discount by post and he/she can use it for the next contract (next year).
Actors in the system can be summarized into the below categories:
Data producer (subject/car drivers): could be the owner of the car and/or the driver of the
car. This actor represents implicitly the details about the car and the driver (including the
policy holder) .
Insurance company (Results Consumers): receives the final processed result which is the
premium result out of the calculation of the driver ranking.
Application developer (analytical SW): develop the analytics software to be run on the
collected data. The software is the ranking calculation and the premium calculation processes.
Cloud Service Provider: provides the cloud service that includes the infrastructure,
visualization, platforms, configuration and deployment environment and security of the system
as well as availability.
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-

Telematics provider: This actor is an indirect stakeholder, who is responsible for providing
mechanisms of collecting data. (it is not included in the data flow as it is not in the path of
information moving)

ESRs also provided an overview of the relevant data flows: The data flow might take different forms
based on the specific application design decision. For simplicity of the discussion here, we describe
the below data flow that could be extended.

Figure 4. Data flows in connected car. Usage-Based Insurance scenario
Figure 4 illustrates how the connected car sends the collected driving data, using a cellular network
infrastructure, to the Service Provider Cloud system where they are processed (Ranking process) to
calculate a driver ranking associated with telematics device identification (id). By mapping this id to
the policyholder identification is required to access the Historical data database, where all
policyholder data are stored. Using the driver ranking and the historical data, the insurance company
performs (Discount process) the discount and sends the premium´s discount to the Policyholder. The
driver ranking generally is a number (score).
Finally, the Policyholder gets the premium´s discount and feedback about his/her driving style.
3.4.2

Protection Goals

Based on this comprehensive preliminary information, the group discussed protection goals. They
quickly realized that in the short time available it will be cumbersome to discuss all protection goals.
Instead, they decided to discuss one specific protection goal: confidentiality, in detail, rather than
discussing a large number of protection goals in a more superficial manner.
3.4.3

Potential attackers, motives, and objectives

Group 2 identified several attackers, their motives and objectives, as is visualised below:
Attackers

Motives

Objectives

Employees

Curiosity

Discrimination

Service personnel

Revenge

Fraud

Hackers

Financial gain

Financial loss

Business partners
(of insurance company)

Challenge

Damage reputation
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Competitors
Former employees
Relatives (trusted)
Friends (trusted)
Processor & Affiliates
The identification of attackers, motives, and objectives was a result of brainstorming of all participants
with the support of workshop´s conductors to considering the GDPR articles (5, 32, and 75). After the
attackers and motives were defined, the participants proposed connections between them, for
example: curiosity is a motive for employees, hackers, relatives, and friends to attack the
confidentiality.
Using the identified attackers, motives, and their connections the participants discussed the
objectives. Among the identified objectives were discrimination, fraud, financial loss, and damage
reputation.

Motives
Attackers
Employees

Curiosity

Revenge










Business partners
(of insurance company)



Competitors
Former employees
Relatives (trusted)



Friends (trusted)



Processor & Affiliates

3.4.4

Challenge



Service personnel
Hackers

Financial gain












Evaluation of risk

Based on the identified attackers in 3.4.3 and risk classes visualized below, the participants
proceeded to position the potential attack into the risk´s matrix (Severity of damage vs likelihood of
risk´s occurrence) using the scale: Negligible (Neg), Limited (Lim), Significant (Sig), and Maximum
(Max).
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Risk classes
High risk
Risk
Reduced risk
Low risk

Factor
16
12-15
6-11
1-5

After a long discussion and due to time constraints, the participants only positioned one attacker
(employees) in the risk matrix.

As documentation of the workshop, the participants provided the following pictures.
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Conclusions:
 The preparation stage in the DPIA is very important and should not be omitted. An extensive
documentation and strong reference descriptions are necessary to ensure an effective and
high quality risk assessment. Such documentation increases understanding of the case and
enables improved identification of the possible attackers, motives and objectives.
 The DPIA is a challenging process that requires a systematic approach. The systematic
methodology should be supported by external sources available throughout the process, such
as the GDPR and its recitals that can be referred to when necessary.
 The assessment process needs more time, so this exercise was the first learning trial to
understand the necessary protection goals and the participants needed more time to focus on
the evaluation stage.
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3.5

Group 3: The implementation of a privacy-protecting Android app

3.5.1

Relevant preparation phase data

During the preparation phase, ESR5 provided extensive preparatory data as the basis for the risk
assessment. The artefact being assessed here is a tool (app) for Android phones that its ultimate goal
is to inform users about privacy deviated behaviours observed from installed apps on user’s phone
while they are running. The app reads the logs (the frequency of permission/resource accesses, the
time of accesses, etc.) from the Android system program and merges this information with pre-defined
rules in order to identify privacy invasive activities from installed apps. The app does not collect any
personal relevant information and does not have access to any permission on the user’s device and it
is only allowed to read the device’s logs in which no PII is included/stored.
Based on the transparent and privacy awareness information which are being sent to their user by the
app with regards to the privacy invasive behaviours, the user will be given this possibility to report
privacy deviated behaviours that he has observed based on the information that he received from the
proposed app. As a result, if the user really feels that such behaviour is privacy invasive (e.g. Audio
permission was accessed while the device was on the table and the screen was of, meaning that the
user was not using the device), the user will be able to send report/feedback to the server. These
feedbacks will be further used and processed in order to come up with a consensus decision making
regarding the apps’ behaviour. In this phase, the only information processed is the users’ feedback (as
a form of text) that is anonymised and it cannot be linked to any actual identity.
ESR5 also noted that the following actors are involved in managing data in the system:
Actor
Developer

Role
The Developer is
the person who
has
designed,
developed
and
implemented the
system (the app)

User

The User is the
person who uses
the
system
implemented
by
the Developer

App Store

App Store is the
place in which the
system (the app)
is placed to be
shared among the
Users
Server is an entity
in
which
the
reports sent by the
users
will
be
stored

Server

Permission
The Developer is only allowed to read the logs produced by
installed apps on the user’s device. By defualt, these logs are
produced by Android system and they are not visible to the
User. These logs do not include any PII and they only contain
information regarding the frequency of accesses to the user’s
resources (e.g. camera, microphone, etc.), the time of
accesses, etc.
The User has the permission to send report to the Server
regarding the privacy invasive activities that he has observed.
By default, the User’s identity is anonymised. The User can
selectively mark (optionally) the resources (e.g. contacts,
camera, etc.) that he thinks their privacy has been violated
along with a text (optionally) to explicitly mention why he feels
those resource accesses are privacy invasive.

The Server has the permission to send the data related to the
users’ reports to the Admin.
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Admin

The Admin is a
person
who
manages
the
Server

The Admin has the permission to read and process the reports
sent by the Users to the Server. These reports may contain the
name of the resources that the User thinks their privacy has
been violated and an optional text that describes the reason of
such report which are anonymised and cannot be linked to any
actual identity.

Based on this preliminary data, ESR5 also developed an overview of the data flows within the app that
can be visualised as follows:

Developer

System

Structured data

Server

User’s reports

User
Device’s
internal logs

Admin
Device’s logs

Figure 1: An overview diagram of the actors and relevant data flows.
Despite this extensive description, the workshop working group still required considerable time to work
out what exactly Android app was doing and the precise data flows that were involved. This working
group not only included participants present in Tel Aviv, but was also complemented by ESRs joining
remotely via conferencing system. The use case had been introduced on basis of a document
provided by ESR5.
The first round of discussion was dedicated to understanding the details of the use case. In short the
artefact to be provided by the ESR will as an application running on the user’s android phone
accessing log files about the privilege use of other installed applications, identifying and displaying
unusual and potentially harmful or privacy-invasive activities of these other applications. The ESR
provided the use case participated in the working group and was available for further questions
regarding details of the planned structure, data flows etc. Already at this stage of identifying more
details of the use case the participants identified potential risks by means of their questions for
understanding details.
Updates of the use case description from the discussion process:
 Within the use case description, the assumption was made that the app does not collect or
process personally identifiable information. Given the GDPR as benchmark for data protection
in Europe it was suggested to refer to “personal data” as defined in Art. 4. (1) GDPR instead.
Also as part of the dialogue it was found that the log files accessed by the app and forwarded
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3.5.2

to the server may contain sensitive information that is also potentially linkable to a particular
user with additional knowledge or information available by the file transfer.
The app uses the “USB debugging mode” to allow access to log files also of other apps
installed. Beyond this additional groups of rights as defined within the android environment are
not required.
The developer does not have access to all log files on the device. The app gains this
possibility. The app will, however, only send those files for further inspection that the user
chose to send.
A log file dataset will contain information regarding the app monitored, the privilege used and
the timestamp of the privilege use.
The artefact does not foresee a backchannel to inform users outcomes and result of the
analysis of log files sent.
Protection Goals

To focus the following discussion on protection goals the data protection goals as descried in the
standard data protection methodology had been quickly re-introduced to the participants. During D5.1
the protection goals in smartphone ecosystems had been described. 10 To ensure these principles
were fully understood, they were visualised again by Harald Zwingelberg, including confidentiality,
integrity, availability, transparency, intervenability and unlinkability.
3.5.3

Potential attackers, motives, and objectives

The artefact underlying the use case is in itself a process to address the identified aspects of
transparency and intervenability in smartphone ecosystems.
The working group then identified potential attackers for the use case:
 Hackers with the aim to use the rights of the app
 Evil developer of the app accessing more data on the phone and transmitting more
information than intended by the user to the central server
 Evil administrator of the server abusing data.
 Data miners: The data collected on the server about the app usage data of persons may be of
interest to data miners who may come in as internal attackers, e.g. business unit of the
developer or server administrator or some third party.
 The legal entity representing the developer or server administrator may severely change its
policy e.g. due to merger / or acquisition with another controller – potentially from third
countries. This party may use the data beyond the initial purposes intended.
 Competitors or app programmers: The service may be abused to discredit a specific
application by intentionally sending negative information about an app. Competitors of app
developers or also blackmailers.
 A hacked developer’s system may be used to blackmail developer or to insert malware in the
artefact.
3.5.4

Evaluation of risk

Based on this view of potential attackers some risks could be identified within the timeframe and the
group discussed the likelihood of the risk to occur.
 De-anonymisation and Re-identification of reports sent to the server. Even where the data is
sent by the artefact without identifiers such as usernames a (re-)identification of users may be
possible based on IP-addresses, timestamp or the selection of specific apps. The likelihood
10

Railean/Zwingelberg, pp. 28 et seq.
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for the risk to occur was identified as medium. The severity of such a de-anonymisation
depends highly on the type of application. E.g. the name of specialized medical apps may
contain health information while the data on the use of dating apps allows conclusions on
sexual interests and behaviour.
Mitigation: Measures for the database on the server include adding noise or differential
privacy. Transparency by describing potential risks to users beforehand enhances the
awareness of data subjects.
A dishonest administrator or developer may abuse the data. The likelihood is medium. The
risk depends on the data submitted, in particular the type of application monitored.
Access to identifiers existing on the phone by the artefact. Unless identifiers exist as part of
the log files this should not be possible as this would require additional permissions under
android. The likelihood for the risk to occur is low.
The users themselves may providing identifying information. The process requires a means
for users to provide information what particular behaviour of an app they want to report. For
this allowing entries as free text appear to be necessary and highly desirable for users to
express themselves and for the researchers to obtain information. The likelihood is high the
severity depends on the further information provided. Mitigation methods that came to mind
include checkboxes for typical answers, having the text field greyed out and a clear statement
that users must not provide identifying information in the clear text field.
The developer may send false warnings to the community. This was found to not be a data
protection related risk.

Given that the artefact is intended to work as a privacy enhancing technology and only has a limited
scope and few data that are processed.
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3.6

Lessons learned from risk assessment workshop

As a result of the risk assessment workshop we were able to identify several more general lessons,
both about teaching risk assessment as well as the actual risks discovered during the risk assessment
process. Notably, several German data protection authorities have engaged in similar model-exercises
to verify the feasibility of selected DPIA models proposed on basis of a fictional use case for a pay-asyou-drive car insurance. The results of the assessment by the team of the authorities of federal states
of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern and Schleswig-Holstein (ULD) have been published and contain a
section on lessons learned.
1) Difficulties ascertaining operational and technical processes
The first 45 min of each risk assessment exercise was typically needed to clarify the use case. This
shows the importance of a very good and exhaustive preparation phase. In particular data types, data
flows must be described in detail. Even with extensive preparation it is still important
2) Challenges assessing risk likelihood
Assessing the likelihood of a risk to occur was difficult for all groups. This suggests that despite the
four existing methodologies, there is an urgent need for clearer and more objective risk likelihood
assessment methodologies to ensure that this process is easier, particularly for those new to and
therefor unfamiliar with this risk assessment processes.
3) Developing protection goals can lead to varying results
Some of the groups developed the protection goals on an ad hoc basis rather than focussing on the
specific framework of the GDPR. It is important, even for individuals familiar with PIA or other impact
assessment methodologies to reiterate that risk assessments under the GDPR need to develop the
protection goals based on the GDPR text.
4) Considerable time and resources required
A risk assessment is time-consuming and needs participation of several persons and a well organised
assessment process. Given the existing time constraints it was suggested to limit the timeframe for the
risk assessment process and by this to have the participants focus on specific risks and prioritise
these risks effectively to streamline the process.
5) Need for divergent inputs from at least 3 (preferably more) different perspectives
Risk assessments require a interdisciplinary and collaborative approach. The assessment should take
place as a collaborative exercise involving not just lawyers, not just engineers and not just social
scientists, but rather integrating all through groups as well as other groups with relevant expertise.
Depending on their disciplinary background, participants often come up with specific mitigation
techniques first, i.e. saying we need to encrypt this data. Rather than stopping at the point of
mitigation, it is important to acknowledge the risk at the base of this mitigation strategy and then think
‘backwards’ to properly describe the risk.
6) Selection of the appropriate measure
Where several measures may be taken, it appears preferable to select measures that avoid
processing of data and thus affect the process design. This would also be in accordance with the data
protection by design principle laid out in Art 25 (1) GDPR. The risk assessment must therefore be
timed early enough in the decision process to still allow relevant influences on the design of the
process structure, data flows or the selection of systems. This should ideally result in an iterative
process.
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Reporting: Stage three

Based on the risk assessment made in stage two and in particular the lessons-learned in section two,
we have included a short reporting section to complete the process. As noted above this section
cannot consider potential mitigation strategies, which will be discussed in detail in the forthcoming
deliverable D5.3. Instead, this stage will focus on reporting the major risks that were identified during
the risk assessment process. These major risks have been communicated in relevant press and policy
channels, to ensure that they are considered as part of a wider societal debate.
Despite the short time available to the group, it is possible to consider several major risks that were
discussed during phase two and constitute relevant outcomes of the risk assessment workshop
conducted in stage two. These major risks are:
1) Need to update university ethics review procedures in the light of the GDPR: University
ethical review board (ERB) procedures are not currently equipped to integrate the extensive
risk assessment methodologies required by GDPR. Considerable updates will be necessary to
make these ERB procedures GDPR-compliant.
2) Even for technically highly competent-users, ensuring GDPR-compliance a challenge:
this is due to existing technical design issues in commonly used technologies, when many
technologies are ‘automatically’ set to upload data into a geographically-unspecified ‘cloud’
server, or conduct other practices which are likely to be privacy-invasive.

3) Technology design and risk assessment go hand in hand: in responding to potential risks,
it is important that risk assessment starts early and directly influences the technical design
process. By doing so, it is more easily possible for technologies and operational process to
adapt in a manner that systematically considers risks.

4) Rapidly changing risk environment: due to rapid technological change the risk environment
is constantly changing. Risks that couldn’t even be imagine even a few years ago have now
become normal. Thus, risk assessment are never a one-off initiative, but rather the beginning
of an ongoing process to safeguard the protection goals enshrined in the GDPR.
In order to ensure that these risks are appropriately communicated, Dr. Ben Wagner ensured that
these risks were communicated in the following policy channels:





16.11.2017: Meeting with the Israeli Foreign Ministry, as part of which the Privacy & Us project
and the implementation of the GDPR were discussed.
16.11.2017: Talk at the University of Haifa, where several judges and high level government
officials were present and where the Privacy & Us project and sustainable technological
responses to the risks were discussed.
29.11.2017: Permanent Stakeholders Group meeting of the European Network Security
Agency (ENISA), where these findings and the role of ENISA in safeguarding privacy in
Europe were discussed.

Bases on a close coordination with colleagues in the Pricacy & Us Project about appropriate
dissemination, Dr. Ben Wagner submitted some of these findings to journalists in Brussels and Berlin.
While these findings will likely not be directly referenced in publications, they will considerably
contribute to the ongoing reporting on Privacy in Europe.
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Annex 1: 2017/11/13 presentations by Karina Schuller and Dr. Ben Wagner
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